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SUMMARY

Comprehensive measurement of neural activity re-
mains challenging due to the large numbers of
neurons in each brain area. We used volumetric
two-photon imaging in mice expressing GCaMP6s
and nuclear red fluorescent proteins to sample activ-
ity in 75% of superficial barrel cortex neurons across
the relevant cortical columns, approximately 12,000
neurons per animal, during performance of a single
whisker object localization task. Task-related activity
peaked during object palpation. An encoding
model related activity to behavioral variables. In the
column corresponding to the spared whisker, 300
layer (L) 2/3 pyramidal neurons (17%) each encoded
touch and whisker movements. Touch represen-
tation declined by half in surrounding columns;
whisker movement representation was unchanged.
Following the emergence of stereotyped task-related
movement, sensory representations showed no
measurable plasticity. Touch direction was topo-
graphically organized, with distinct organization for
passive and active touch. Our work reveals sparse
and spatially intermingled representations of multi-
ple tactile features.

INTRODUCTION

Even simple choice behaviors involve large numbers of neurons

in multiple brain areas (Guo et al., 2014b; Romo, 2013). Due to

technical limitations, neurophysiological recordings typically

sample only a small subset of neurons (Stevenson and Kording,

2011), limiting our understanding of neural representations and

their relationship to neural circuit structure. Two-photon micro-

scopy (Denk et al., 1994; Svoboda and Yasuda, 2006) has

been used to image the activity of populations of individual neu-

rons in anesthetized (Kerr et al., 2005, 2007; Ohki et al., 2006;

Ohtsuki et al., 2012; Sato et al., 2007; Stosiek et al., 2003) and

behaving (Andermann et al., 2010; Dombeck et al., 2007; Huber

et al., 2012; Komiyama et al., 2010) animals. Recent advances in

genetically encoded calcium indicators (GECIs) (Chen et al.,

2013b; Nagai et al., 2004; Tian et al., 2009) permit sensitive

detection of neural activity in individual neurons and tracking of

activity in neural populations across days or weeks (Huber
et al., 2012; Margolis et al., 2012; Peters et al., 2014). Two-

photon microscopy can sample neurons densely, localize

them, and measure activity in defined cell types (Chen et al.,

2013a; Chen et al., 2013b; Sato and Svoboda, 2010). To date,

imaging with cellular resolution in the mammalian brain has

been limited to hundreds of neurons in small tissue volumes.

Mice move their whiskers over objects to localize and recog-

nize them (Diamond et al., 2008). The vibrissal primary somato-

sensory cortex (vS1, or ‘‘barrel cortex’’) contains a somatotopic

map of the large facial whiskers (Woolsey and Van der Loos,

1970). Tactile information from individual whiskers is processed

in single barrel columns in vS1 (Feldmeyer et al., 2013; Simons,

1978). Each column (diameter, 300 mm) contains approximately

10,000 neurons (Hooks et al., 2011; Lefort et al., 2009). Rodents

can localize objects and walls under head-fixed (O’Connor

et al., 2010a; Sofroniew et al., 2014) and freely moving (Hut-

son and Masterton, 1986; Knutsen et al., 2006) conditions

using a single whisker. Single barrel columns thus provide a

defined target for comprehensive and dense, cellular-resolution

imaging.

vS1 comprises distinct layers, with each layer harboring

neuron types with distinct inputs and outputs. Input from VPM

primarily targets L4, with minor projections to L3, L5B, and

L6. Input from POm terminates in L5A and L1 (Lu and Lin,

1993; Petreanu et al., 2009; Wimmer et al., 2010). Other cortical

areas send projections to specific laminae in vS1. Vibrissal mo-

tor cortex axons terminate in L6 and L1, synapsing onto L2/3,

L5, and L6 neurons (Kinnischtzke et al., 2014; Petreanu et al.,

2009). Within the cortex, L4 neurons project to L3, and L3 and

L5A neurons project to L2 (Feldmeyer, 2012; Staiger et al.,

2014). L2 and L3 neurons project to L5 and other parts of the

neocortex. L2/3 is therefore a site of integration of ascending

sensory input and top-down modulation from higher cortical

areas.

vS1 neurons are sensitive to whisker deflections (Ahissar et al.,

2001; Armstrong-James et al., 1992; Kerr et al., 2007; Sato et al.,

2007; Simons, 1978), with deflection direction mapped topo-

graphically in superficial cortical layers (Andermann and Moore,

2006; Kremer et al., 2011). During active behavior, activity in vS1

is modulated by object touch and whisker movement (Crochet

et al., 2011; Curtis and Kleinfeld, 2009; de Kock and Sakmann,

2009; Krupa et al., 2004; O’Connor et al., 2010b; Petersen and

Crochet, 2013). However, little is known about the prevalence

of different sensory representations and their spatial distribution

within and across barrel columns.

We used volumetric two-photon laser scanning microscopy,

combined with expression of GCaMP6s (Chen et al., 2013b),
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Figure 1. Whisker-Based Object Localization Behavior

(A) Mice were trained to lick the right (blue) lickport if the pole appears in the blue range of positions, or the left (red) lickport if it appears at the red position. Light

gray fan, range of whisking.

(B) Single frame from whisker video (500 Hz) with whisker position (q) and curvature (k).

(C) Behavioral data for a series of trials. Individual trials consist of a sample epoch, duringwhich the pole is within reach of thewhisker (1 to 2 s); a delay epoch (1 s),

duringwhichmice have to withhold licking; and a response epoch, triggered by an auditory ‘‘reward cue,’’ whenmice should signal their behavioral choice. Green,

whisker angle (q, left panel); blue, curvature change (Dk, right panel); gray ticks, touches.

(D) Experimental timeline.

(E) Performance (d-prime) as a function of training day for individual animals. Dotted line, criterion, d-prime > 1.5. White circle, no imaging; gray circle, imaging

during learning; red circle, volume imaging.

(F) Example whisker position trajectory for ten randomly selected trials on first and final training days. Gray, sample epoch; magenta, reward cue.

(G) Whisker angle stereotypy, as quantified by trial-to-mean correlation (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures) for the three mice with the longest period of

videography during training. Black, mean; gray, individual animals during learning; red, individual animals during volume imaging.
to measure behavior-related activity in more than 10,000 neu-

rons per mouse in and around the barrel column corresponding

to the whisker used by mice to solve a tactile task. This includes

the majority of neurons in superficial vS1. Using an encoding

model, we quantified the contribution of behavioral variables to

the activity of individual vS1 neurons. We thereby constructed

a nearly complete cellular resolution map of behavior-related

activity for vS1.

RESULTS

Imaging Large Neuronal Populations in Behaving Mice
Head-fixed mice were trained to perform an object localization

task with a single whisker. A pole was either presented in a range
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of proximal positions that predicted a reward in the right lickport

(of two) or in a distal position, which predicted reward in the left

lickport (Guo et al., 2014a, 2014b) (Figure 1A). Mice had to make

a decision about object location and hold this decision in mem-

ory during a delay epoch before signaling their decision by

licking. We used videography and automated whisker tracking

(Figure 1B) tomeasure whiskermovements and tactile input (Fig-

ure 1C) (Clack et al., 2012; Pammer et al., 2013). Mice searched

for the pole with their whisker, mainly toward the end of the sam-

ple epoch (Figure 1C). Whisker position was measured as the

azimuthal angle of the spared vibrissa (q). As a measure of tactile

input, we extracted touch-induced changes in whisker curvature

(Dk), which are proportional to the forces acting on mechanore-

ceptors in the follicle (Birdwell et al., 2007; Pammer et al., 2013).
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Figure 2. Volume Imaging in Behaving

Animals

(A) The basic experiment. Subvolumes consist

of three imaging planes (cyan lines) imaged

simultaneously (inter-plane distance: 15 mm).

Eight subvolumes (red shades, cyan) comprise a

volume. Two volumes (gray boxes) were imaged

per mouse. Inset, tangential view of the brain

(gray, volume boundaries; red dot, center of the

principal column). Green fluorescence indicates

GCaMP6s expression. Right, three example

imaging planes (green, GCaMP6s fluorescence;

red, mCherry fluorescence).

(B) Laminar distribution of GCaMP6s expression

(green). Red, mCherry fluorescence (Emx1-Cre 3

Rosa26-LSL-CAG-H2B-mCherry mouse).

(C) Closer view of plane 1 in (A) (dashed box). Gray

arrows, putative GABAergic neurons.

(D) Somatic ROI masks from plane 2 in (A).

(E) Average percentage of excitatory L2/3 neurons

imaged (n = 5 volumes).

(F) Neuropil ROI generation. Left to right: raw

image (green, GCaMP6s; red, mCherry), neuronal

ROI, and neuropil ROI (Figure S3).

(G) Raw DF/F traces of neurons colored in (D).

Blue and red vertical regions indicate sample ep-

ochs for right and left trials, respectively. Gray,

touches.

(H) Event-based DF/F traces corresponding to (G).
In most cases, imaging began after mice attained stable

behavior (‘‘Volume imaging’’; Figure 1D; Table S1). A subset of

micewasalso imagedduring training (‘‘Imagingduring learning’’).

Mice reached criterion level performance (d-prime > 1.5, or

approximately 70% trials correct; Figure 1E) after 11 ± 4 days

(mean ± SD; n = 8mice) of training. Whisker movements became

stereotyped early during training (Figure 1G; Supplemental

Experimental Procedures) (Huber et al., 2012), whereas behav-

ioral performance increased more gradually (Figure 1E). Mice

performed 245 ± 71 trials per session during imaging. Compared

to similar tasks with two pole locations (Guo et al., 2014b), our

taskelicited larger amplitudewhiskermovements (approximately

20� versus 55.5� ± 13.3�; mean ± SD; n = 8mice). A large range of

whisking angles and whisker curvatures were sampled during

behavior, allowing us to relate neural activity to the dynamics

of whiskers.

We performed large-scale calcium imaging in vS1 within

the column of the spared whisker (principal column) and its

neighbors (Figures 2A and S1). In most experiments (Table S1),

mice expressed a red fluorescent protein (mCherry; Shaner
Neuron 86, 783
et al., 2004) in the nuclei of cortical gluta-

matergic neurons (Emx1-Cre 3 Rosa26-

LSL-H2B-mCherry; Figure S2). One

mouse expressed mCherry in the nuclei

of GABAergic neurons (Gad2-T2A-NLS-

mCherry). The labeling allowed us to

distinguish glutamatergic (‘‘excitatory’’)

and GABAergic neurons. In addition, the

red nuclear fluorescence was used to
detect neurons in images independent of functional signals.

We infected all neurons in and around the principal column

with AAV2/1 syn-GCaMP6s, yielding labeled neurons in layers

1, 2, 3, and 5, but not layer 4 (Figure 2B). A cranial window was

placed over the infected area (Huber et al., 2012; Trachtenberg

et al., 2002).

Following viral injection, mice were water restricted and

trained on the pole localization task (Guo et al., 2014a). Two-

photon excitation with 1,000 nm light produced emission from

both GCaMP6s (green) and the nuclear mCherry (red) (Figures

2A and 2C). Laser scanning in the plane was performed with a

custom resonant scanning system (line frequency 16 kHz)

(Fan et al., 1999), with axial scanning controlled by a piezo collar.

For each trial (approximately 10 s), we imaged subvolumes

comprising three planes (600 3 600 mm2; 512 3 512 pixels)

15 mm apart in depth. Each subvolume was imaged at 7 Hz for

32 ± 7 trials, followed by another subvolume, and so on. Over

approximately two behavioral sessions, we visited 16 subvo-

lumes, spanning six to eight barrel columns. Each subvolume

was imaged during 4.0 ± 1.2 behavioral sessions.
–799, May 6, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 785



Regions of interest (ROIs) were drawn in a semi-automated

manner around individual somata, aided by the nuclear mCherry

fluorescence (Figure 2D; see Experimental Procedures). Our

core data set comprised 82,732 excitatory L2/3 neurons, 777

L1 neurons, and 3,806 L2/3 GABAergic neurons (n = 8 mice;

Table S1). The mCherry labeling allowed us to quantify the

fraction of recorded excitatory L2/3 neurons. Red nuclei were

counted in high-resolution stacks of the imaged volumes (Fig-

ure S2; see Experimental Procedures). After aligning the imaging

planes to these stacks, we estimated the fraction of excitatory

neurons for which ROIs had been defined. In L2/3, 76% ± 6%

of red nuclei had corresponding ROIs, implying that we had re-

corded from �3/4 of the excitatory neurons in L2/3 (Figure 2E).

Our count for L2/3 pyramidal neurons per barrel column

(1,796 ± 299; n = 5 volumes, see Experimental Procedures) is

in agreement with reported neuronal counts for mouse vS1

(Hooks et al., 2011; Lefort et al., 2009). We found 3,806

GABAergic neurons among 86,538 neurons in L2/3 (4.3%).

Given that approximately 15% of neurons in L2/3 are

GABAergic (Lefort et al., 2009), this implies that we are recording

from 1/3 of theGABAergic neurons present in our imaging planes

(Experimental Procedures).

Viral transfections produce densely labeled neuropil, consist-

ing of GCaMP6s-expressing axons and dendrites, showing

behavior-related activity (Figure S3). Because of the limited res-

olution of two-photon microscopy in vivo, especially axially

(Ji et al., 2012), the neuropil signal bleeds into the somatic signal

(Chen et al., 2013b; Ji et al., 2012). We corrected for neuropil

contamination by subtracting the local, peri-somatic neuropil

signal (Figures 2F and S3; see Experimental Procedures) (Kerlin

et al., 2010) and computed DF/F for each neuron (Figure 2G).

Fluorescence events corresponding to neural activity were

extracted using a greedy template-fitting algorithm, similar to

the peeling method (Lütcke et al., 2013) but incorporating the

variable decay time constants of GCaMP6s (see Experimental

Procedures; Figure 2H). Events were then convolved with their

respective rise and decay times, to generate a de-noised,

event-based DF/F trace. All subsequent analyses employed

this event-based DF/F trace, unless noted.

In deep L3, the cross sections of apical dendrites of L5 neu-

rons appeared as small, high-contrast circles (Figure S4). We

verified that DF/F in apical dendrites reflected somatic activity

by simultaneously imaging apical dendrites in deep L3 and the

corresponding somata in L5A. First, manual inspection of 845

events (n = 42 dendrite-soma pairs, n = 3 mice) revealed that

91.0% ± 15.1% of somatic events (mean ± SD) had correspond-

ing dendritic events, and 90.9% ± 12.7% of dendritic events had

corresponding somatic events. Second, the correlation between

the somatic and dendritic signals was 0.63 ± 0.11 (Pearson’s R;

p < 0.001, n = 42 pairs). This correlation has to be interpreted

in the context of the different fluorescence dynamics in the two

compartments. Specifically, dendritic responses were larger

and briefer compared to somatic transients (Figure S4)

(Helmchen et al., 1999; Hill et al., 2013; Svoboda et al., 1997,

1999). We computed the correlation in a model with perfect

correspondence between somatic and dendritic events, where

the events were convolved with compartment-specific calcium

response kernels (to reflect different amplitude and kinetics)
786 Neuron 86, 783–799, May 6, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.
and compartment-specific noise was added. The resulting

correlation, R = 0.69 ± 0.28 (mean ± SD, correlation p < 0.001;

n = 42 pairs), was similar to the experimentally measured corre-

lation (Wilcoxon signed rank test, p = 0.063). Thus, activity

measured in L5 dendrites measured in L3 reports activity of

L5 somata. We imaged a total of 2,469 apical dendrites as a

proxy for L5A somatic activity. Based on estimates of neuronal

density in L5A (Lefort et al., 2009), we recorded from approxi-

mately 10% of these neurons.

Task-Related Activity
Our goal was to understand how the coding of behavioral

variables is distributed across neurons in the barrel cortex. The

majority of neurons were not silent (event rate > 0.0083 Hz;

Figure 3A). The lowest proportion of active neurons was seen

in L2/3 excitatory neurons (67% ± 5.4%; n = 8 mice), in quantita-

tive agreement with electrophysiological recordings (O’Connor

et al., 2010b).

We examined whether activity was temporally locked to the

trial (Figures 4A and 4B; see Experimental Procedures). Overall,

40% of neurons showed task-related activity (Figure 3B). The

proportion of task-related neurons was lowest in L2/3 (39% ±

2.9%), intermediate for L5 excitatory neurons (43% ± 4.1%),

and high for GABAergic neurons, both in L1 and L2/3 (57% ±

12% and 63% ± 7%, respectively).

The temporal dynamics of L2/3 neurons were diverse. Across

the population, activity spanned the behavioral trial (Figure 4C),

with a pronounced bias toward the sample epoch during which

the animal interacted with the stimulus. In the principal barrel

column, activity in the sample epoch was substantially elevated

relative to surround columns for all excitatory neuron classes

examined (Figure 4D), consistent with somatotopically organized

touch input. GABAergic neurons showed distinct dynamics.

In addition to a response peak during the sample epoch,

GABAergic neurons in L1 and L2/3 were active around the

reward cue, which was especially prominent in surround col-

umns (Figure 4D).

Activity in vS1 during the sample epoch is necessary for

pole localization (Guo et al., 2014b). The task-related activity

observed during the sample epoch may therefore be used by

mice to judge object location. To assess the discriminative

capacity of individual neurons, we measured how neurons

differentiate trial types using receiver-operating characteristic

analysis (see Experimental Procedures). Only activity up to

the reward cue was used. Among L2/3 excitatory neurons

in the principal column, 9.7% ± 8.5% discriminated trial type

above chance level (n = 8 mice; Figure 3C). L5 excitatory

(17.3% ± 7.1%) and L2/3 GABAergic neurons (20.7% ± 11.5%)

performed better. A majority of neuropil ROIs were discrimina-

tive (56.1% ± 31.4%). Thus, representation of task-related

parameters in L2/3 excitatory neurons of vS1 is sparse (Barth

and Poulet, 2012).

Encoding Model of Neural Coding
Vibrissal S1 neurons encode aspects of forces acting on

the whisker and whisker movements (Crochet et al., 2011;

de Kock and Sakmann, 2009; Fee et al., 1997; O’Connor et al.

2010b, 2013). To investigate which behavioral parameters are
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Figure 3. Neuronal Activity and Coding in the Barrel Cortex

(A) Fraction of active ROIs across layers and cell types (event rate > 0.0083 Hz).

(B) Task-related activity fraction by population (Figure 4).

(C) Object location discrimination fraction by population.

(D) Encoding class fraction by population (Figure 5). Mixed neurons represented both touch and whisking.
represented by individual vS1 neurons during active somatosen-

sation, we quantified how whisker movements and touches

contribute to neural activity.

The data were fit using a cascaded generalized linear model

with input nonlinearities (Ahrens et al., 2008; Paninski et al.,

2004). A receptive field, modeled as a piecewise static non-line-

arity applied to each input variable, describes the relationship of

each variable to neural activity. A linear temporal kernel models

the temporal dynamics of the neuron, including the time course

of calcium transients (Figure 5A). The model was fit to each

neuron by maximizing the probability of the response as a

function of the behavioral input variables (see Experimental Pro-

cedures). The behavioral data consisted of whisker movements

or curvature changes collated across multiple sessions (128 ±

30 behavioral trials per neuron; Figure 5B). To quantify model

performance, the response predicted by the model for each

neuron was compared to the actual response using Pearson’s

correlation (Rfit). If a behavioral variable predicted neuronal

DF/F with an Rfit that exceeded the 95th percentile of shuffled

Rfits, the cell was classified as encoding that behavioral variable

(Figures 5C–5E; see Experimental Procedures).

Touch and whisking neuron responses were aligned to the

first touch and whisking bout (see Supplemental Experimental

Procedures) of a trial, respectively (Figure 5F). Layer 2/3

excitatory neurons were equally likely to show representation
of whisking and touch within the principal column (17.0% ±

5.2% and 16.8% ± 9.0%, respectively; p = 0.938, Wilcoxon

signed rank test, n = 8 mice) (Figure 3D). In surround columns,

whisking representation dominated (15.0% ± 3.9% whisking

versus 8.9% ± 2.0% touch; p = 0.008). Overall, about a quarter

of L2/3 excitatory neurons encoded whisker movement or touch,

the lowest proportion observed for any group. Among L2/3

GABAergic neurons as well as L5 excitatory neurons, whisker

movements were represented by a larger proportion of neurons

compared to touch. The neuropil was dominated by touch, but

it also showed detectable encoding of whisker movements in

the majority of ROIs.

Imaging during Learning
We examined the dynamics of neural representations during

learning of the task (Figure 6A). In four mice (Table S1), we

imaged a subset of L2/3 excitatory neurons spanning the

principal column and portions of adjacent columns from the

onset of training until expert performance was achieved (7, 10,

13, and 17 sessions) (Figures 1D and 1E).

The fraction of touch neurons was constant from the start or

middle of training relative to the end of training (Figure 6B)

(days 1 and 2 touch fraction: 0.15 ± 0.05, mean ± SD, n = 4

mice, 2 days per mouse; 5 and 4 days before end: 0.14 ± 0.06;

final two days: 0.15 ± 0.07; first two versus final two p = 1,
Neuron 86, 783–799, May 6, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 787
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Figure 4. Temporal Distribution of Neural Activity

(A) Measurement of behavior-related activity. Neural activity for right and left trials (only correct trials are shown). Data are trial-aligned.White lines, sample epoch;

magenta line, reward cue; red ticks, individual calcium events.

(B) The fraction of trials on which a given trial-aligned time point has an event. Dotted horizontal line, 95% confidence interval of activity peaks based on shuffled

data. This neuron shows trial-related activity for right, but not left, trials.

(C) Activity distribution across all ROIs having significant task-related activity. Each line corresponds to a single ROI. The responses are averaged across all trials

and z-scored. Neurons are sorted by activity peak time (pooled across animals: n = 3 for L4, n = 8 otherwise). Only ROIs from the principal columnwere employed,

unless noted.

(D) Temporal distribution of activity peaks for different neuronal types (red), aligned to trial time. Green, whisking amplitude; blue, touch fraction (n = 8 mice).
Wilcoxon rank-sum test; middle versus final p = 0.573). The frac-

tion of whisking neurons increased, but only during early training

(days 1 and 2 whisking fraction: 0.13 ± 0.04; 5 and 4 days before

end: 0.20 ± 0.09; final two days: 0.19 ± 0.05; first versus final

p value = 0.010; middle versus final p-value = 0.798). This early

increase in the number of whisking neurons parallels early

changes in task-related movement (Figures 1F and 1G), sug-

gesting that changing behavior rather than neural plasticity

underlies the observed dynamics.

We next looked for functional expansion of the spared whisker

representation following trimming, a measure of receptive field

plasticity. We compared the fraction of neurons representing

touch by the eventual spared whisker inside and outside the

principal column after trimming to a single whisker (n = 3 mice,

all imaged for at least 10 days after trimming; Figure 6C). We

found no change in the ratio of the number of touch neurons

(inside-to-outside) following trimming (days 0 and 1: 1.29 ±

0.31; days 4 and 5: 1.55 ± 0.71; days 9 and 10: 1.31 ± 0.39; early

versus middle: p = 1; early versus late p = 0.937). Thus, we did

not detect enhanced representation of the spared whisker.

Improved task performance during training (Figure 1E) could

be a consequence of enhanced representation of object location

in vS1 or improved readout by downstream brain areas. We

measured discrimination by vS1 neurons during learning.

Discrimination by small L2/3 ensembles (ten individually discrim-

inative neurons; Experimental Procedures) exceeded behavioral

performance (O’Connor et al., 2010b), even during early training
788 Neuron 86, 783–799, May 6, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.
(Figure 6D). Neurometric performance remained flat during

learning (first two days: 75% ± 4%, middle two days: 75% ± 5

%, final two days: 78% ± 5 %; first two versus middle two:

p = 0.959, first two versus final two: p = 0.721; middle two

versus final two: 0.505). In contrast, psychometric performance

improved gradually from chance level to criterion levels over

the course of training (first two days: 52% ± 2 %; final two

days: 66% ± 7%). This indicates that suitable tactile information

is always present in vS1 to perform the task; following learning,

mice interpret this information more effectively to gather reward.

We next asked how the representation of touch and whisking

evolved at the single neuron level. Individual L2/3 neuron repre-

sentations stabilized after the first few days of training (Fig-

ure 6E): population Rfit vectors from early training days were

poor predictors of Rfit vectors on subsequent days (quantified

using Pearson’s R), whereas the Rfit vectors in later training

were better predictors of Rfit vectors of subsequent days (Fig-

ures 6F and 6G).

Prediction was imperfect across sessions even late in training

(i.e., correlation between Rfit vectors < 1). This could reflect

genuine plasticity in representations or lack of sensitivity when

comparing encoding model fits across days. To disambiguate

these possibilities, we computed a distribution of correlation

values from data without plasticity. Each session was partitioned

trial-wise into two equal-length, temporally interdigitated

‘‘pseudo sessions.’’ The encoding model was fit to each

‘‘pseudo session’’ independently, and the correlation between
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Figure 5. Encoding Model and Neuronal Classification
(A) The encoding model predicts neuronal DF/F (top-right, blue trace) from whisker dynamics (top-left; Dk). The model consists of a nonlinearity, or receptive

field (bottom-left), acting on the behavioral variable domain. This is convolved with a temporal kernel (bottom-right), acting on the time domain. The predicted

DF/F trace (blue) is compared to actual DF/F (black) using Pearson’s correlation to compute Rfit (top-right).

(B) Example behavioral variables used to fit the model for one subvolume. Curvature change (Dk; left) was zero for non-touch periods. Vertical white dashed lines,

sample epoch; magenta lines, reward cue. Blue vertical lines, right trials; red, left trials; stippled red and blue, error trials.

(C) Fit for an example cell (corresponding to behavioral data shown in (B). Top, temporal kernels; bottom, receptive field nonlinearities (green, whisker angle; blue,

curvature change; mean ± bootstrap 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles). Though the model produced a receptive field for q, when the magnitude of the temporal kernel is

near 0, as it is here, it implies that the kernel is not informative. This is illustrated by scaling the amplitude of each nonlinearity by the norm of the corresponding

temporal kernel.

(D) Same as (C), but for a whisking neuron.

(E) Raw DF/F (left) and model-predicted DF/F (right) for the two cells in (C) and (D).

(F) Example neural responses aligned to behavior. Top traces, whisker curvature aligned to first touch (blue, left) and whisker angle aligned to first whisking bout

(green, right; see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Remaining traces, DF/F aligned to the first touch (blue) or first whisking bout (green) of a trial for

example touch (left) and whisking (right) neurons. Light color, individual trials; dark color, mean.
the two resulting Rfit vectors was measured. By repeating this 25

times per session, a distribution of intra-day correlation values

was obtained. For a given imaging day, subsequent days were

considered significantly distinct if the correlation of the Rfit

vectors fell below the 5th percentile of intra-day correlations for

that day.

Touch representations of individual neurons stabilized during

training (Figure 6H). Relative to the first day of imaging, 77 % ±

26% (n = 4 mice) of subsequent days were different, whereas

5 days prior to the final training day, only 17% ± 33 % of subse-

quent days were different. Whisking representations also stabi-

lized. Relative to the first day, 60% ± 43 % of subsequent days

were different, falling to 33% ± 36 % 5 days before the end of

training.

Our data show that encoding as well as discriminative perfor-

mance stabilizes after the first few days of training, both at the

level of single neurons and populations. This justifies sampling

across behavioral sessions to characterize large numbers of

vS1 neurons in well-trainedmice. The time course of stabilization

mirrors the time course of the emergence of motor stereotypy

(Figures 1F and 1G), rather than improvement of behavioral

performance (Figure 1E).
Spatial Organization of Sensory Coding
We next investigated how the encoding of behavioral variables is

organized spatially. Among L2/3 pyramidal neurons, touch and

whisking cells were intermingled in a salt and pepper manner

within the principal barrel column and also in the surrounding

columns (Figures 7A and 7B). The proportion of L2/3 excitatory

neurons encoding touch declined by half when moving from

the principal column to the surround columns (Figures 7B and

7C; p = 0.008, Wilcoxon signed rank test, n = 8 mice). A similar

spatial profile was observed in L1 (p = 0.031). In contrast,

touch-encoding L5 neurons (p = 0.383) and L2/3 GABAergic

neurons (p = 0.578) were equally likely in the center and surround

columns (Figure 3D). Touch thus activates L2/3 GABAergic neu-

rons over multiple columns, producing an inhibitory surround in

L2/3 (Derdikman et al., 2003). Representation of whisking was

uniform across neurons inside and outside the principal column.

Thus, touch neurons were primarily confined to the principal

column, whereas whisking neurons were distributed uniformly.

The L2/3 neuropil signal had different dynamics and structure

from L2/3 somata (Figures 4C, 4D, and S3). The neuropil

signal was temporally more concentrated in the sample epoch

and spatially more concentrated in the principal column. This
Neuron 86, 783–799, May 6, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 789
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Figure 6. Dynamics during Learning

(A) Example neurons imaged during learning of the object localization task (before volume imaging). Left, touch cell; right, whisking cell.

(B) Fraction of L2/3 excitatory neurons classified as touch or whisking during learning. Mean touch, blue; mean whisking, green; gray lines, individual animals

(n = 4).

(C) Ratio of the fraction of neurons representing touch inside the principal column to fraction representing touch outside the principal column with respect to day

following single whisker trimming (day 0: day of trimming). Mean is indicated in blue; gray lines, individual animals (n = 3).

(D) Neurometric and psychometric performance over the course of learning. Orange line, task performance of the best ten neuron ensemble; gray lines, individual

animals’ (n = 4) best ensemble performance; black, cross-animal psychometric performance (the first day of training consisted of a simplified form of the task

where the performance metric did not apply and was thus excluded).

(E) Rfit of top 50 touch (blue) and whisking (green) neurons over the course of learning, across animals (n = 4). Grey, days where the neuron did not meet the

p < 0.01 criterion to be counted as a neuron of that category (see Experimental Procedures); white, missing data. Trace length identifies source animal (training

length was unique).

(F) Example relationship between the Rfit for touch neurons across days. Top panel, the relationship between the first and 5th day; bottom panel, 9th and 13th days.

(G) Example animal’s correlation of touch Rfit vectors from one day with another (i.e., the R values from [F] for all day-pairs). The diagonal elements show the

median correlation of 25 pairs of intra-day Rfit vectors (see Results). Red dots, days for which the inter-day correlation fell below the 5th percentile of the intra-day

correlation values for the first day of that row.

(H) Fraction of days after the specified day for which the inter-day Rfit correlation fell below the 5th percentile of intra-day Rfit correlations (red dots in [G]). Blue,

touch; green, whisking; gray, individual animals (n = 4).
suggests that it mostly reflects active touch. The neuropil signal

did not directly reflect activity in L4 axons, as suggested previ-

ously (Kerr et al., 2005), because L4 neuronswere not expressing

GCaMP6 infection in our preparation. We measured L4 axon

activity in a separate set of mice (Figure S5). The spatial distri-

bution of neuropil activity most closely resembled L4 activity.

Specifically, the correlation between L4 axon and L2/3 neuropil
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touchmapswas highest of the three possible pairings (L4-neuro-

pil Pearson’s R: 0.60; L4-L2/3 somata: 0.41; L2/3 somata-neuro-

pil: 0.36). Temporally, L4 axons and L2/3 neuropil both had a

large fraction of activity confined to the sample epoch (Figures

4C and 4D). This suggests that the neuropil corresponds to

postsynaptic calcium dynamics in L2/3 neuron dendrites, inde-

pendent of somatic spikes. Consistent with this interpretation,
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Figure 7. Spatial Distribution of Representations in L2/3

(A) Example imaging plane with somatic ROIs. Blue, touch neurons; green,

whisking neurons; cyan, mixed; gray, unclassified. Intensity is proportional to

Rfit. Thick dashed line, outline of the principal column; thin lines, surround

columns.

(B) 3D distribution of response types in one mouse. Blue, touch neurons;

green, whisking neurons; cyan, mixed; gray, unclassified; gray dashed line,

outline of principal column. Radius indicates Rfit.

(C) Map of touch and whisking excitatory neurons across L2/3 (pooled across

eight mice). Color represents the fraction of neurons in a given voxel classified

as either touch or whisking. Location is in terms of distance from the center

of the spared whisker column (dashed line). The maps on top represent the

row-arc plane, averaging cell fractions through depth. The arc-depth (left) and

row-depth (right) maps average cell fractions across a half-barrel width in the

plane-orthogonal direction.
all L2/3 neurons show strong subthreshold responses to touch

(Crochet et al., 2011).

We next examined the spatial organization of encoded vari-

ables at the fine scale. We found no difference when comparing

the distribution of pairwise distances among neurons of a

category (touch, whisking, and mixed) to the pairwise distance

distribution among all neurons (Figure S6). Thus, different repre-

sentationswere randomly intermixed in L2/3within a column, but
the touch representation showed the expected somatotopic

organization on the scale of multiple columns (Kerr et al., 2007;

Sato et al., 2007) (Figure 7B).

Directional Tuning in vS1
Directional tuning maps have been observed in rat vS1 (Kremer

et al., 2011; Andermann and Moore, 2006). Our encoding model

yields a description of how response amplitude varies as a

function of whisker curvature (Figures 5A–5D). Because the

sign of curvature is different for protraction and retraction

touches (negative and positive, respectively), the receptive

fields reflect direction preference, allowing us to examine the

topography of directional tuning in vS1.

The majority of L2/3 touch neurons were directionally tuned

(Figures 8A and 8B), with an approximately equal number of

neurons preferring protraction and retraction. Directional tuning

was typically strong, with neurons either responding almost

exclusively to protraction (directionality index [DI] = 1) or retrac-

tion (DI = �1) touches. Relatively few neurons showed an inter-

mediate level of tuning. To assess stability of directional tuning

over time, we measured the average pairwise root mean square

(RMS) difference among touch receptive fields in the animals

imaged during training (n = 4 mice). The difference between

touch receptive fields among days (grand mean of RMS differ-

ence: 0.273; n = 118 neurons) was below the 5th percentile of

the shuffled distribution (0.425; shuffling by neuron identity) for

97.8% of the neurons examined (Figure S4). Thus, L2/3 direc-

tional tuning was stable over the course of learning.

Consistent with observations in anesthetized rats (Andermann

and Moore, 2006; Kremer et al., 2011), neurons sensitive to pro-

traction touch weremore abundant in and near the barrel column

of the whisker anterior to the spared one, with retraction-

sensitive neurons more abundant in and near the column of the

whisker posterior to the spared one (Figures 8C–8E). This trend

in direction selectivity within a barrel row (Figure 8E) could be

a consequence of neurons becoming more biased (increasing

DI magnitude) with distance from the principal column, or it

could reflect changes in relative fractions of comparably biased

neurons (constant DI magnitude). DI magnitudes inside and

outside the principal column were similar (p = 0.333, Wilcoxon

rank-sum test), implying that the spatial trend reflects a change

in overall directional preference of neurons with similar DI

magnitude.

Prior examination of directional tuning using extracellular

recordings failed to reveal topographic organization in L4

(Andermann and Moore, 2006). In contrast, we observed a

directional map, similar to that observed in L2/3 excitatory

neurons, in the activity of both L4 axons and the L2/3 neuropil

(Figure 8E). Thus, at least in mice, the directional topography

of L2/3 is likely inherited from L4.

Previous work in anesthetized rats showed that forward

whisker deflection produced stronger responses in the column

of the whisker immediately anterior to that of the deflected one

(Andermann and Moore, 2006; Kremer et al., 2011). Active

touches during protraction (whisker movement in the anterior

direction) produce negative curvature changes, whereas passive

whisker deflection in the anterior direction produces positive

curvature changes. Despite this difference in curvature sign,
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Figure 8. Directional Selectivity Maps in Response to Active and Passive Touch

(A) Two example direction selective touch neurons.

(B) Distribution of DIs (inset) across touch neurons. Positive DI, protraction preferring; negative DI, retraction preferring (Dk < 0 corresponds to protraction;

see Supplemental Experimental Procedures).

(C) Spatial distribution of directional selectivity in an example plane. Color indicates DI for touch neurons. Grey, unclassified. Thick dashed line, outline of the

principal column; thin lines, surround columns.

(legend continued on next page)
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both cases evoke themost response among neurons in and near

the column of the whisker anterior to the spared one (Figure 8F).

Since the change in curvature is proportional to the lateral force

exerted on the whisker, this implies that the somatotopy in active

and passive touch is reversed in terms of lateral forces.

To explore this discrepancy, we compared neural responses

to passive touch in anesthetized mice and during active tactile

behavior (n = 3 additional mice). In anesthetized mice, whiskers

were stimulated with a pole mounted on a piezo (see Supple-

mental Experimental Procedures). We found that most neurons

responded to touch in only one or the other condition, and rarely

both. Surprisingly, only 8% of neurons showing touch responses

under anesthesia showed touch responses during behavior,

with 6.5% expected by chance (Figures 8G and 8H). Therefore,

different neurons encode passive whisker deflection and touch

during active behavior. Furthermore, in contrast to the topog-

raphy observed in anesthetized rats, we did not detect topog-

raphy in directional tuning for neurons in anesthetized mice

(Figure 8I).

The neuropil signal was still direction selective under anes-

thesia (Figure 8J). Moreover, the topography of neuropil direc-

tionality under anesthesia was consistent with that observed

in anesthetized rats (Kremer et al., 2011): forward deflection

elicited responses in and near the column of the whisker imme-

diately anterior to the one deflected (Figure 8K). Thus, both

individual neuron touch sensitivity and the overall organization

of the directional map differed between actively sensing and

anesthetized mice.

DISCUSSION

Even the sensory cortex corresponding to one modality, such as

vS1, contains approximately 400,000 neurons spanning 3 mm3

of brain tissue (Hooks et al., 2011). This large number present

a sampling problem for comprehensive measurement of neural

activity. To begin to overcome this challenge, we employed

single whisker behaviors that depend on activity in the spared

barrel column (Guo et al., 2014b; Hutson and Masterton, 1986;

O’Connor et al., 2013; Shih et al., 2013). The superficial layers

of a single barrel column contain approximately 2,000 neurons

(Lefort et al., 2009), providing a tractable target for comprehen-

sive imaging.
(D) Distribution of directional selectivity for excitatory L2/3 excitatory neurons ac

preference (DI > 0). Here, it is assumed that the principal columnwas C2; in that ca

DI was averaged using 50 mm bins.

(E) Directional selectivity along a whisker row for L2/3 excitatory neurons, L4 axo

axis. Positive row axis values correspond to moving toward columns of whiske

labeled for case where PC was C2). Solid gray line, linear fit to points; Pearson c

(F) Directional preference map and its relationship to contact forces. In the activ

lateral forces along with a radial force (blue) at the follicle. Responding neuron

the whisker immediately anterior/posterior to the one contacted. Under anes

of responding neurons similar to protraction/retraction contacts during active to

(G) Example responses among three neurons for the active, awake (top) and pas

retraction touch; light cyan, forward anesthetized deflection; light magenta, rearw

(H) Fraction of neurons showing touch responses under active (blue) and passiv

(I) Directional selectivity within a whisker row for L2/3 excitatory neurons under a

(J) Fraction of neuropil ROIs showing touch responses, as in (H).

(K) Directional selectivity among neuropil ROIs in anesthetized mice, as in (E).
We sampled activity in 10,000–20,000 neurons per mouse,

including the majority of L1–3 neurons in the principal and

neighboring columns during tactile behavior. Nearly half of the

neurons showed task-related activity. Here we only analyzed

increases in fluorescence. Task-related decreases in fluores-

cence, consistent with reduced activity, were also observed,

but they were slow and weak and not analyzed further. Our

estimate of the fraction of silent neurons was in agreement

with measurements based on unbiased electrophysiology

(O’Connor et al., 2010b).

In the principal column, 12% of L2/3 neurons reported touch,

12% reported whisker movements, and 5% reported both.

Representations of whisker movements were distributed uni-

formly across multiple barrel columns, whereas representation

of touch was concentrated in the spared column. We did not

observe functional clustering on local scales: neighboring

neurons were no more likely to be part of the same representa-

tion than expected by chance. Representations of different vari-

ables are therefore intermingled in L2/3.

We sampled about 1,200 neurons at 7 Hz. This rate is con-

strained by the need to sample serially, limited dynamic range

of the protein calcium indicator, attenuation of light in tissue,

and raster scanning, which makes non-optimal use of imaging

time. Our finding of strong and correlated neuropil signals

suggest that current methods for parallel sampling, such as

light-field microscopy (Prevedel et al., 2014) and light-sheet

microscopy (Holekamp et al., 2008), may be inadequate for

isolating signals from single neurons in scattering tissue.

Relating neural activity to behavioral variables poses concep-

tual and computational challenges. Direct comparisons between

sensory variables and calcium activity using methods such as

correlation fail to incorporate the nonlinear aspects of neuronal

tuning and the kinetics of calcium. Moreover, correlation-based

methods are difficult to interpret when comparing coding of

variables with distinct temporal structure. In our case, whisker

angle is temporally dense, whereas touch is temporally sparse,

and both often show a nonlinear relationship between the

stimulus variable and activity. Pearson’s correlation will thus

misestimate the relative and absolute encoding of both of these

variables. In contrast, encoding models that predict calcium

activity explicitly enable principled comparisons between the

strengths of coding for touch, whisker movements, and other
ross animals (n = 7). Magenta, retraction preference (DI < 0); cyan, protraction

se, the C1 and C3 columnswould bewhere indicated (gray lines, barrel border).

ns in L2/3, and L2/3 neuropil. DI was averaged using 45 mm bins along the row

rs anterior to the spared whisker (principal column, gray dotted line; columns

orrelation coefficient indicated along with p value.

e touch condition (top), protraction/retraction contacts elicit rearward/forward

s (green) are predominantly confined to the segment of the barrel close to

thesia, forward/rearward passive deflection produces a spatial distribution

uch, but with opposite lateral forces.

sive, and anesthetized (bottom) conditions. Cyan, protraction touch; magenta,

ard anesthetized deflection.

e conditions (light blue); dark blue, overlap (n = 3 mice).

nesthesia, as in (E).
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behavioral variables (Ahrens et al., 2008; Huber et al., 2012; Miri

et al., 2011). Applying a correlation-based approach to our data

set classifies a larger proportion of neurons as touch, likely

explaining the discrepancy with other imaging studies in the

barrel cortex (Chen et al., 2013a).

We employed a probabilistic encoding model to relate neural

activity and behavior (Ahrens et al., 2008; Pillow et al., 2008)

by explicitly modeling calcium kinetics and nonlinear receptive

field shape. In contrast to other algorithms, such as random

forests (Huber et al., 2012), this approach is computationally

efficient and yields transfer functions that are interpretable as

receptive fields (Ahrens et al., 2008) (Figure 5). The computa-

tional efficiency of our approach allowed us to run numerous

iterations of the model and perform rigorous statistical testing.

In addition to more accurate classification, the model produced

interpretable receptive fields for whisker curvature, allowing us

to examine the topography of directional selectivity.

We related neural activity to the angle and curvature of the

spared whisker. These parameters describe the motion of the

whisker and the stresses at the follicle where mechanosensation

takes place (Birdwell et al., 2007; Pammer et al., 2013; Quist and

Hartmann, 2012). Though we did not track torsion about the

whisker axis, this should have little impact on neuronal classifica-

tion because torsion is tightly coupled to whisker angle (Knutsen

et al., 2008). Our encoding model produced meaningful Dk ker-

nels, but not whisker angle kernels (Figure 5C). Touch neurons

with an angular preference should have produced a discernible

peak in the whisker angle kernel. This implies that we did not

detect tuning to position-at-touch. The encoding model cap-

tures nonlinear activity-variable relationships, as demonstrated

by the curvature kernels (Figures 5C and S7). It does not capture

non-stationary activity relationships, such as adaptation during

repeated touches. Moreover, our choice of behavior limits the

stimulus space that was probed. For example, we did not

explore vS1 responses to slip events typically encountered dur-

ing exploration of textures (Chen et al., 2013a; Hires et al., 2013;

Jadhav et al., 2009; von Heimendahl et al., 2007). It is likely that

additional representations of tactile information will be revealed

in other behavioral conditions and with the aid of more sensitive

encoding models.

Topographic organization of direction selectivity has been

reported in both cortex (Andermann and Moore, 2006; Kremer

et al., 2011) and thalamus (Timofeeva et al., 2003) of anesthe-

tized rats. We detected directional topography in actively

sensing mice. In passively stimulated anesthetized mice, we

observed directional topography in the neuropil of anesthetized

mice, but not at the level of neurons, suggesting that topography

is present but very weak. Passive forward deflection of the

whisker produces lateral forces opposite in sign to those experi-

enced upon object contact during forward whisker movement

(Birdwell et al., 2007; Hires et al., 2013). Thus, the anesthetized

passive deflection tuning maps exhibit opposite organization in

terms of lateral force from the map observed in actively sensing

mice. Further investigation will be necessary to elucidate the

origin of this discrepancy.

A major advantage of imaging is the ability to track activity

over multiple days. We find the L2/3 population to be stable

in terms of the fraction of neurons participating in the touch
794 Neuron 86, 783–799, May 6, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.
representation (Figure 6). Whisking neuron fraction stabilized

after the first few days of training, as did the distribution of touch

and whisking encoding strength. This time course was con-

sistent with the emergence of motor stereotypy; behavioral

performance continued to improve after neural representations

and motor stereotypy stabilized (Figures 1E and 1G). Because

encoding classification as well as neurometric performance

can change in response to the changes in motor strategy, it is

possible that these early dynamics are merely a reflection of

changing behavior and do not reflect neural plasticity. Although

our data are thus ambiguous regarding the nature of early

learning, we do find stability in representations during later

learning. Such stability contrasts withmotor cortex, where repre-

sentations are more dynamic (Huber et al., 2012; Masamizu

et al., 2014; Peters et al., 2014). We neither observed the expan-

sion of the representation of the spared whisker observed in

some trimming studies (Margolis et al., 2012) nor observed the

spared whisker contraction reported in animals exposed to

enriched environments (Polley et al., 2004). The failure to

observe map expansion may reflect lack of sensitivity in our

imaging, or it could be a consequence of our measuring expan-

sion in behaving rather than anesthetized animals.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Transgenic Mice

Themajority of mice in this study expressedmCherry in the nuclei of excitatory

neurons. A custom reporter mouse (Rosa26-LSL-H2B-mCherry, JAX 023139;

Figure S2) was crossed with Emx1-IRES-Cre (JAX 005628) (Gorski et al.,

2002). The Rosa26-LSL-H2B-mCherry mouse was generated by targeted

insertion of a construct containing the CAG promoter followed by a floxed-

Stop cassette-controlled nuclear red fluorescent protein (Madisen et al.,

2012) at the Rosa26 locus. The woodchuck hepatitis virus posttranscriptional

regulatory element (WPRE) was used to enhance mRNA transcript stability.

We chose mCherry as the fluorescent protein because its fluorescence

emission spectrum does not overlap with GCaMP6 (Shaner et al., 2004).

The nucleus was targeted by fusing mCherry to the histone protein H2B.

Using the pair of PhiC31 recognition sites, AttB/AttP, the PGK-Neo marker

can be deleted from the reporter lines in mice. Removal of the Stop cassette

by Cre expression produces strong, red nuclear fluorescence in Cre-express-

ing cells.

We also generated a Gad2-T2A-NLS-mCherry mouse (JAX 023140;

Figure S2), which expresses mCherry in the nuclei of GABAergic interneurons.

T2A-NLS-mCherry was inserted in-frame after the last codon of the Gad2

gene. Insertion was verified using a frt-Neo-frt cassette. This was removed

by crossing the chimeras with R26-FLP females (JAX 003946). Nuclear

targeting was achieved using by fusingmCherry to a nuclear localization signal

(NLS) sequence.

Surgeries

AAV2/1 syn-GCaMP6s (Penn Vector Core #Av-1-PV2824) was injected into

vS1 of anesthetized mice, and a cranial window was placed over the injec-

tion site. All animal procedures were in compliance with protocols approved

by the Janelia Farm Research Campus Institutional Animal Care and Use

Committee.
Behavioral Training

Animals were water restricted and trained on a pole localization task, which

required them to select one of two lickports based on whether the pole was

in a proximal or distal location (Guo et al., 2014b). Whisker movement was

recorded using high-speed videography. Whiskers were stimulated during

anesthesia using a piezo-driven stimulator.



Two Photon Imaging

Calcium imaging was performed using a custom two-photon microscope

(http://openwiki.janelia.org/wiki/display/shareddesigns/MIMMS). Images

were acquired using a 163 0.8 NA objective (Nikon) and GaAsP PMTs

(Hamamatsu). Green (GCaMP; BG22, Chroma) and red (mCherry; 675/70

emission filter, Chroma) fluorescence channels were collected simulta-

neously. Horizontal scanning was accomplished using a resonant galvanom-

eter (Thorlabs; 16 kHz line rate, bidirectional). Axial motion was controlled by a

piezo collar (Physik Instrumente). Powers at the sample ranged from 30 mW

in L1 to 300 mW in L5. Exponential power modulation (l = 250 mm) was em-

ployed during piezo scanning. Four 6003 600 mm (5123 512 pixels) imaging

planes were acquired at 7 Hz each across depth. The system was controlled

using ScanImage (http://scanimage.org) (Pologruto et al., 2003).

The three imaging planes were either 15 mm (volumetric and L4 axon data) or

120 mm (imaging during learning and L5-L3 simultaneous imaging data) apart;

the fourth fly-back framewas discarded. Each set of three planes constituted a

subvolume (Figure 2A). Learning data tracked a single subvolume overmultiple

sessions. For volume imaging, each subvolume was imaged for 4.0 sessions

(mean; range, 1–8), with data pooled across sessions. Eight subvolumes

comprised a single volume, and two volumes were imaged per animal. These

spanned 360 mm in depth (L1-L3). For L4 axon imaging, six subvolumes in a

single volume over the spared whisker barrel were imaged (L2-L3; spanning

270 mm in depth). For simultaneous imaging of L5 somata and deep L3 apical

dendrites, the top and bottom planes of the subvolume were employed, for an

inter-plane distance of approximately 240 mm.

After the first imaging session, average images of each imaged plane were

generated. At the beginning of all subsequent imaging sessions, these four

images (three imaged planes and one fly-back plane) were employed as refer-

ences while imaging. Positional adjustments were made to ensure that the

same neurons were imaged over the course of the session (Huber et al.,

2012). On the middle imaging day, a high-resolution stack (1 mm spacing)

was acquired, and all imaging planes were aligned to this stack to establish

the relative positions of neurons. In Emx1-Cre 3 LSL-H2B-mCherry animals,

the locations of individual neuronal nuclei were determined using the red

channel of this reference stack (Figure S2) and a 3D Gaussian mixture model.

Briefly, the model looked for spheres whose diameter was 10 mm in a lumi-

nance-normalized stack. The expected fraction of image pixels belonging

to nuclei was adjusted manually for each stack until the number of detected

nuclei was reasonable, as judged by visual inspection. In most mice,

GABAergic neurons were analyzed based on GCaMP6s fluorescence alone.

Since fluorescence increases with neural activity, our sampling was biased

toward active GABAergic neurons.

Laminar boundaries were defined as follows. The L1-L2 border was

the depth at which pyramidal neurons first appeared. The L3-L4 border

was defined as the point where a drop-off in labeled somata occurred. The

L4-L5A border was defined as the point at which labeled somata reappeared.

These boundaries were linearly adjusted to fit into the relative positioning

defined by Hooks et al. (2011); the L2-L3 border was then extrapolated

to occur at a defined relative position (13% of cortical depth) (Hooks et al.,

2011).

Calcium Imaging Analysis

Imaging data were processed in five steps: intra-session registration,

inter-session registration, ROI selection, DF/F calculation, and Ca2+ event

extraction.

(1) Images were motion-corrected using an automated pipeline (Huber et al.,

2012). First, registration was performed on individual behavioral trials: rigid

registration was performed using a down-sampled fast Fourier transform

(dFFT) (reference image, five consecutive frames of trial with minimal lumi-

nance change), followed by registration using a custom line-by-line algorithm

(similar to Greenberg and Kerr, 2009). Second, registration was performed

across trials within a session. The mean of a luminance-stable trial toward

the middle of the session was employed as the reference image. All other trials

were aligned to this trial using the dFFT, sometimes followed by a non-rigid

interpolated warp field transform.

(2) Images were aligned across imaging sessions using the same interpo-

lated warp field algorithm employed in the last step of inter-trial registration
(Huber et al., 2012). The reference image for each session of a given imaging

plane was registered to the reference images of other sessions. For all session

pairs of a particular imaging plane, normalized cross-correlations were

computed among the warp-field-registered reference images. The session

with the highest median correlation to all other sessions was selected as the

master reference image for that plane (typically, one of themiddle imaging ses-

sions). Manual inspection was used to exclude sessions whose reference im-

age differed excessively from the master reference.

(3) ROIs were drawn using the master reference image from step 2 and

then propagated to other imaging sessions using the warp-field transform.

ROI drawing employed a custom user interface (MATLAB). A point near

the cell center was selected. The algorithm constructed a matrix of intensities

from the red channel (mCherry) where each column spanned a range of

distances from the point and each row spanned all angles around the point.

The sharpest intensity ridge along minimally varying distance was found, and

this was treated as the border of the nucleus. The process was repeated,

this time in the green channel (GCaMP) and starting with the nuclear border.

This next ridge in angle-distance space was considered the outer border

of the cytoplasm (Chen et al., 2013b). Pixels between these two ridges

were assigned to the ROI. For L5 apical dendrite ROIs, the semi-automated

algorithm looked for a single ridge in angle-distance space in the standard

deviation image of the green channel (Figure S4). Pixels between the

clicked location and the edge of the ridge were assigned to the ROI. For

L4 axon imaging, ROIs consisted of a series of 12-by-12 mm squares on

a 25 mm-spaced grid. For each ROI, a peri-somatic neuropil ROI was

generated, consisting of an annulus 3 to 13 mm away from the outer edge

of the ROI (Figure S3). Pixels with a correlation above 0.2 to an adjacent

pixel as well as pixels belonging to non-neuropil ROIs were excluded from

neuropil annuli.

(4) Raw fluorescence was extracted for each ROI, and fluorescence

transients were neuropil-corrected (FROI-corrected = FROI � aFneuropil). If the

corrected trace fell below a baseline ROI fluorescence, the value was set to

baseline, so as to prevent over-correction. Neuropil correction used the local,

peri-somatic neuropil signal, as using a global neuropil signal resulted in

under-correction (Figure S3). The scaling factor, a, was set to 1, as manual in-

spection revealed that scaling factors below this produced under-correction.

L4 axon imaging did not employ neuropil subtraction. F0 was calculated using

a 3 min sliding window. For cells with a highly skewed raw fluorescence

distribution (generally, active neurons), the 5th percentile of raw fluorescence

within the window was used as F0; for cells with a symmetric distribution

(generally, inactive neurons), the median was used. For cells with intermediate

fluorescence distribution skewness, an intermediate percentile was used.

DF/F = (F � F0)/F0 was then calculated for each ROI.

(5) Event detection was performed using greedy template fitting of the DF/F

trace (Figures 2G and 2H), which is similar to peeling approaches described

previously (Lütcke et al., 2013). The template bank consisted of sums of expo-

nentials with rise times of 3 to 5 frames (426 to 714ms; see (Chen et al., 2013b))

and decay times of 7 to 35 frames (1 to 5 s). Candidate events were selected

based on large second derivatives and convolved with the template bank. For

each ROI, a noise estimate, s, was obtained by subtracting a Savitzky-Golay

fit of the trace and taking the standard deviation of the remaining trace. If any

of the candidate events had a RMS difference of less than s from the actual

trace but were, on average, larger than s in amplitude the event was accepted.

That is, events had to be within the noise envelope of the actual trace, but

had to have an amplitude exceeding noise. Accepted events were subtracted

from the fluorescence trace, and the process repeated until no further events

met the criteria.

We evaluated the performance of our event detector using simultaneous

imaging and cell-attached recording data previously obtained in L2/3 of

mouse visual cortex (Chen et al., 2013b). The data was degraded to match

the per-neuron dwell time and sampling rate of the volume imaging employed

in this study. For a false-positive detection rate of 0.01 Hz, 54%±10%of single

action potentials (mean ± SD; n = 7 neurons) were detected.

Following event detection, a de-noised DF/F trace was produced by

convolving events with appropriate amplitude, rise, and decay time

constants. This trace was employed for all subsequent analyses, unless

otherwise noted.
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Model-Free Analysis of Task-Related Activity

Neuronswere classified as task-related if their activity was distributed in a non-

random manner relative to the structure of the trial. For each cell, we counted

the fraction of trials during which a particular time bin had calcium events (Fig-

ures 4A and 4B). A null distribution was constructed by shuffling the calcium

events in time for each ROI 10,000 times and performing the same analysis.

For each shuffled iteration, the peak was determined (in units of fraction of

trials with events). If the actual peak exceeded the 95th percentile of the

shuffled peaks, the cell was scored as task related. This analysis was done

separately for correct left and right trials; neurons satisfying the criteria on at

least one of these two trial types were classified as task related.

Neurometric performance was measured for each neuron using ROC

analysis. Individual trial responses were reduced to a decision variable based

on the peri-stimulus time histogram (PSTH), as described previously (O’Con-

nor et al., 2010b). Briefly, for all trials where the appropriate response was

left or right (Figure 1A), a PSTH was computed using the event trace (event

amplitude corresponded to DF/F amplitude, but no exponential decay was

included). The dot product similarity of a trial’s PSTH to themean PSTH across

respond-left trials minus the trial’s dot product similarity to the respond-right

PSTH was used as the decision variable. ROC analysis was performed using

this decision variable, allowing us to determine how well an ideal observer

could discriminate left from right trials. Both correct and incorrect trials were

included. Trials in which the animal did not respond were excluded from

the analysis. ROC analysis was performed on the real event trace as well as

100 traces with shuffled trial labels. Neurons with area under the curve

(AUC) values exceeding the 95th percentile of shuffled AUCs were considered

discriminative. Data were pooled across all volumetric sessions.

Population neurometric performance (Figure 6D) was assessed using a

maximum likelihood decoder (naive Bayesian classifier), in which responses

from different conditions were modeled as multivariate Gaussian distributions

assuming zero covariance. The decoder was tasked with differentiating

trials where the correct response was a left or a right lick; both hit and

error trials were included. 5-fold cross-validation was employed, with each

training set using 80%of trials and testing on the remaining 20%.Only neurons

that were individually discriminative based on ROC analysis were included.

One hundred groups of ten randomly selected discriminative neurons were

tested for each day in each animal.

Model-Based Encoding Analysis

Neuronal encoding of behavioral variables was assessed by fitting a statisti-

cal model to every neuron independently. The model was a cascaded gener-

alized linear model that predicted neuronal activity as a function of the

whisker angle and curvature under a Gaussian noise model with input

nonlinearities (Ahrens et al., 2008). Let s1 be the time-varying whisker

angle and let s2 be the time-varying curvature. The model predicted the

time-varying DF/F response r, as

r � Norm
�
z; s2

�

z= f1ðs1Þ � k1 + f2ðs2Þ � k2;
where f1 and f2 are static, point-wise nonlinearities, and k1 and k2 are temporal

kernels. k1 and k2 each consisted of 14 time points (2 s). f1 and f2 were each

parameterized as a weighted sum of sixteen triangular ‘‘tent’’ basis functions:

f =
X16
i = 1

wibiðxÞ;

where x is the input (either s1 or s2), with each bi given by

bi =

8<
:

ðx � xi�1Þ=ðxi � xi�1Þ; i> 1; xi�1< x < xi
ðxi + 1 � xÞ=ðxi + 1 � xiÞ; i <N; xi % x < xi +1

0;otherwise
:

Fitting of the model parameters k1, k2, f1, and f2 was performed using

maximum likelihood with block coordinate descent. The model is bilinear in

the parameters, and thus not globally convex, but it is convex when either

the temporal kernels, or the nonlinearities, are held fixed (Ahrens et al.,

2008). In these two cases, the remaining parameters can be estimated through
796 Neuron 86, 783–799, May 6, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.
convex optimization in closed form because of the Gaussian noise model (for

other noise models it would require gradient descent). Thus, alternating coor-

dinate descent on the full model can be performed (akin to alternating least-

squares) (Young et al., 1976). Although not guaranteed to converge to a global

minimum, this procedure was found to reliably estimate model parameters

within approximately three to five iterations, achieving unique solutions both

in simulation and in practice.

To remove degeneracy in themodel associatedwith arbitrary scaling factors

on either the kernels or the nonlinearities, the nonlinearities were forced to have

minimum of 0 and maximum of 1. This constraint was applied after each iter-

ation. No constraints were placed on the temporal kernels. In interpreting the

results, however, the shape of the recovered nonlinearity is uninformative if the

amplitude of the corresponding temporal kernel is near 0.

Whisker movements were sampled at 500 Hz while calcium responses were

measured at 7 Hz. Given the nonlinearity in the model, additional information in

the higher resolution whisker variables could be incorporated into the predic-

tion. Specifically, the nonlinearity was applied to the whisker variables at their

native temporal resolution, followed by linear down sampling to 7 Hz.

To prevent over-fitting, a prior was used to ensure smoothness of both the

temporal kernels and the nonlinearities. Formally, this was implemented

through a Gaussian prior on each set of parameters, with an inverse covari-

ance given by the second derivative matrix (a matrix with values 2 and �1

for the main and off diagonals, respectively). Employing such a prior corre-

sponds to maximizing the log-posterior, with the prior adding a small penalty

to the objective function. In order to fit several thousand cells efficiently, the

scale factor associated with this penalty was determined from a cross-vali-

dated inspection of a random subset of ROIs. On subsets of data, changing

this parameter did not qualitatively change the fractions of neurons identified

as touch or whisking.

Model fitting was performed using 5-fold cross-validation across trials (80%

used for fitting, 20%used for model evaluation, with five distinct groupings per

fit). Quality of fit was assessed using the Pearson correlation between the

actual and model-predicted DF/F traces (Rfit; calculated on data not used

for fitting). To assess the statistical significance of either the whisking or touch

component of the response, a permutation test was employed. Specifically,

the model was fit using only one of the two variables. In each case, the signif-

icance of that variable’s contribution was assessed by repeating the fit using

100 time-shuffled DF/F traces. These were generated by taking the individual

calcium events and distributing them randomly, while maintaining the rise and

decay time constants associated with each event. If the actual model fit pro-

duced an Rfit in excess of the 95th percentile of shuffled Rfit values, the neuron

was said to belong to that category. If both predictions were significant, the

neuron was considered as belonging to both categories. The 95th percentile

criterion was employed throughout, unless otherwise noted.

For imaging during learning, the encoding model was fit to data from individ-

ual sessions using a more stringent 99th percentile criterion. On days where

multiple whiskers were present, only the eventual spared whisker’s curvature

and angle information were employed for encoding model fitting. For trend

analysis during learning, two sessions per animal were employed to increase

statistical power (Figures 6C–6E).

For volumetric imaging and L4 axon imaging, the model was fit to data

pooled across all sessions for which a given ROI was imaged. Volume maps

(Figures 7 and S5) were constructed by pooling data across all relevant ani-

mals and collapsing from four quadrants into one in arc-row space. Maps

were constructed with a more stringent inclusion criterion: only cells with

Rfit > 99th percentile of event-shuffled Rfits were included. Voxels for arc-depth

and row-depth were 15 mmby 15 mmby a half-barrel width in size, and the frac-

tion was estimated for a voxel using pooled data. Arc-row voxels were 15 by

15 mm, spanning all depths, but restricted to specified cell types.

The encoding model-derived static nonlinearity for curvature in touch neu-

rons was equivalent to a receptive field, with whisker-curvature-dependent

amplitude ranging from 0 to 1 (Figures 5C, 5D, and 8B). Because curvature

is proportional to the force experienced by the whisker follicle (Birdwell

et al., 2007; Pammer et al., 2013), and because most whisker motion is along

a single plane, the sign of the curvature change provided directional tuning.

Negative curvature changes correspond to pole contacts during protraction,

whereas positive curvature changes correspond to contacts during retraction.



We derived a DI that was negative for neurons preferring retraction touch and

positive for neurons preferring protraction touch (Figure 8B, inset). The index,

DI, was simply the ratio of the difference between the amplitude of the force

kernel at the maximal protraction and retraction Dk value divided by the sum.

Directionality maps were constructed for cells with Rfit values above the 99th

percentile of event-shuffled Rfits (Figure 8D). The map consisted of 50 mm by

50 mm voxels spanning depth (300 mm). The stability of directional preference

was assessed using the average pairwise RMS of the curvature static nonlin-

earities for touch neurons (Figure S7). To restrict the data set to neurons

responding to mainly touch-induced curvature changes, the 99th percentile

criterion was employed and the touch Rfit had to exceed 0.25.

In anesthetizedmice, direction tuning wasmeasured for ROIs showing a sig-

nificant response to piezo deflection, defined as a trial-locked mean response

whose amplitude exceeded the 95th percentile of an event-shuffled null distri-

bution. ROIs were further required to have event rates above 0.01 Hz. The DI

for ROIs meeting this criterion was defined as the difference between the

peak DF/F response to rearward (R) and forward (F) deflection divided by their

sum: DIanesthetized = (R � F)/(R + F).

Publicly Available Data set

The imaging data (Table S1) are publicly available at http://dx.doi.org/10.6080/

K0TB14TN. This includes the raw and processed calcium imaging data, raw

and processed whisker videography, and behavioral data.
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Supplementary Data 
 
Figure S1.  Identification of the principal barrel column. 
Related to Figure 2A. Illustrates how the barrel column corresponding to the spared 
whisker was identified.  
  
Figure S2.  Red nuclear transgenics and segmentation.  
Related to Figure 2B, C and D. Describes mice expressing the red nuclear marker.  Also 
related to figure 2E. Illustrates how the fraction of L2/3 neurons imaged was estimated. 
  
Figure S3. Neuropil correction.   
Related to Figure 2F and 2G.  Describes the neuropil subtraction. 
  
Figure S4.  Imaging Layer 5 apical dendrites.  
Related to Figure 3. 
  
Figure S5. Maps of touch and whisking for L4 axons and L2/3 neuropil. 
Related to Figure 7. Describes spatial aspects of neuropil and L4 axon signals. 
  
Figure S6. Spatial clustering among touch and whisking neurons.   
Related to Figure 7. Additional analysis of spatial distribution of touch and whisking 
neurons.  
  
Figure S7. Dynamics of single neuron directional preference during learning. 
Related to Figures 8 and 6. Shows stability of direction tuning during learning. 
  
Table S1.  Experimental animals.  
Related to Figure 1. Lists  animals that were used in various imaging protocols. 
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Figure S1.  Identification of the principal barrel column. 
A. Confocal image of a tangential section spanning the L4 barrel field in a GCaMP6s 
expressing animal.  Red, principal column (C2).   
B. Sample L4 plane from a two-photon image stack (white square in A). Red, barrel 
boundaries from A; dotted red, principal column.  Confocal images were aligned with 
two-photon images using vasculature and dendrites (yellow arrows) in three mice.  
Because the barrel borders visible in A could also be identified in L4 two-photon images, 
the barrels in the remaining mice were identified using a combination of two-photon 
images and intrinsic signal imaging (which identified the barrel receiving input from the 
spared whisker).  The neuropil touch signal (C) was used as confirmation. 
C. Neuropil touch responses measured in a single whisker (C2) animal in a more 
superficial (L2/3) portion of the region shown in B.  Strong neuropil touch response is 
confined to the principal column.  
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Figure S2.  Transgenic mice expressing red fluorescent proteins, and segmentation.  
A. Coronal section from a Rosa 26-LSL-H2B-mCherry X synapsin-Cre mouse.  Inset, the 
LSL-H2B-mCherry gene inserted in the Rosa26 locus.   
B. Coronal section from a T2A-NLS-mCherry mouse.  Inset, construct inserted at the 
Gad2 locus.   
C. Example plane from a 600-by-600-by-600 µm stack (depth resolution: 1 µm) in a 
Rosa26-LSL-H2B-mCherry X emx1-Cre mouse.  Green, GCaMP6s fluorescence; red, 
mCherry fluorescence.  
D. Isolated mCherry fluorescence from C.   
E. Red nuclear segmentation of the plane using the Gaussian mixture model 
(Experimental Procedures).   
F. Detected neuronal nuclei (red dots) overlaid on the mCherry image.    
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Figure S3. Neuropil correction. 
A. Neuropil imaging.  Top, image with neuropil masks. Bottom, fluorescence signals 
(ΔF/F) in neuropil. Colors of the traces correspond to masks in image.  The light blue and 
red vertical lines indicate the sample epoch for right and left trials; grey ticks, touches. 
B. Example neuropil masks (top) and nearest-neighbor correlation mask (bottom).  White, 
pixels whose peak correlation with one of eight neighbors exceeds 0.2.  These pixels, and 
neuronal ROI pixels, are excluded from the neuropil masks. 
C. Example neuropil subtraction for two neurons.  Black, somatic fluorescence; light red, 
peri-somatic neuropil signal; red, corrected fluorescence trace (Fsoma-a * Fneuropil). 
D. Touch fraction among neurons without peri-somatic neuropil correction (above) and 
with correction (below).  The bottom plot is consistent with electrophysiological results.   
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Figure S4.  Imaging Layer 5 apical dendrites.  
A. Imaging of L5A apical dendrites in L3.  Top image, example plane deep in L3.  
Bottom-left, GCaMP6s fluorescence SD over a single imaging session (used for 
segmentation).  Bottom-right, dendritic ROIS. Right, fluorescent transients from colored 
ROIs; grey ticks, touch.   
B. Simultaneous imaging of deep L3 and L5A in behaving animals.  Example responses 
are shown for both planes.  Dark color, L3 apical dendritic response; light color, L5A 
somatic response for the same neuron.  
C. Distribution of activity correlations between L3 and L5A for the same (black) and 
different neurons (grey). 
D. Comparison of somatic (L5A) and dendritic (deep L3) peak ΔF/F and decay time 
constant, τ. 
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Figure S5. Maps of touch and whisking in L4 axons and L2/3 neuropil. 
A. Imaging L4 axons in L2/3.  Top, coronal section showing GCaMP6s expression 
obtained using FLEX-CAG-GCaMP6s injection into an scnn1a-cre mouse; bottom-left, 
tangential image of L2/3 showing L4 axonal labeling; bottom-right, tangential image of 
L4 showing somatic and process labeling, revealing barrels. 
B. Example fluorescence (ΔF/F) responses of L4 axons in L2/3.  Fluorescent transients 
from ROIs colored in the top image are shown; grey ticks, touch.   
C. Example imaging plane with L4 axon ROIs drawn in L2/3.  Blue intensity, touch Rfit. 
Grey, unclassified. Thick dashed line, outline of the principal column; thin lines, 
surround columns. 
D. Encoding in neuropil for same plane as in Figure 7A, with conventions as in C. 
E. Touch and whisking fractional maps for L4 axons in L2/3 (n=3 mice).  Color 
represents the fraction of ROIs in a given voxel classified as either touch or whisking.  
Location is given in terms of distance from the center of the spared whisker column 
(dashed grey line). The maps on top represent the row-arc plane, averaging cell fractions 
through depth. The arc-depth (left) and row-depth (right) maps average cell fractions 
across a half-barrel width in the plane-orthogonal direction. E. 
F. Volumetric distribution of neuropil coding, as in E (n=8 mice). 
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Figure S6. Spatial clustering among touch and whisking neurons.   
Pairwise distance distributions for touch (blue) and whisking (green) excitatory L2/3 
neurons, within and outside the spared whisker column, for each animal.  Black lines, 
distance distribution for random drawings of the same number of neurons as the number 
belonging the relevant category from the entire population (thick lines, mean of 1,000 
random drawings; thin lines, the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles).        
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Figure S7. Dynamics of direction tuning during learning. 
A. Protraction and retraction aligned responses in two L2/3 touch neurons during learning.   
B. Touch receptive fields for 3 example L2/3 neurons across all days where the neuron 
was categorized as a touch cell.  The mean pair-wise root mean square (RMS) was 
measured between all day pairs (i.e., all possible pairs of traces in each panel; 
Experimental Procedures).  
C. Population RMS data for L2/3 pyramidal neurons strongly encoding touch (n=118 
neurons; pooled across n=4 mice).  Each square represents the mean pair-wise RMS 
across cells and animals when comparing those two days.    
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Table S1.  Experimental animals.  The first 8 mice were employed for volume imaging 
and imaging during learning (see Figure 1D).  The 3 scnn1a mice were employed for 
bulk L4 axon imaging.  Comparisons of direction maps in anesthetized and awake 
animals were carried out in the final 3 mice.  Genotype dictated red nuclear expression, 
with Gad2-NLS-mCherry labeling GABAergic neurons and emx1-Cre X LSL-H2B-
mCherry labeling excitatory neurons.  Total ROI count consists of neurons and apical 
dendrites for learning and volume imaging mice; for L4 axon imaging, it consists of bulk 
axon ROIs.  For animals imaged during learning, the number of neurons imaged during 
learning is indicated in parentheses.   
  

ID  Genotype Red 
nuclear 
marker 

Spared 
whisker 

ROI 
count 

Use 

       
an171923  C57bl/6 None C2 11,031 Volume imaging 
an194181  Gad2-NLS-

mCherry 
GABAergic 
neurons 

D2 9,637 
(1,612) 

Volume imaging, 
imaging during learning 

an194672  emx1-Cre X     
LSL-H2B-mCherry 

Excitatory 
neurons 

C2 13,788 
(1,913) 

Volume imaging, 
imaging during learning 

an197522  emx1-Cre X     
LSL-H2B-mCherry 

Excitatory 
neurons 

D2 16,200 
(1,552) 

Volume imaging, 
imaging during learning 

an198503  emx1-Cre X     
LSL-H2B-mCherry 

Excitatory 
neurons 

C3 8,288 
(1,301) 

Volume imaging, 
imaging during learning 

an229716  emx1-Cre X     
LSL-H2B-mCherry 

Excitatory 
neurons 

C2 12,293 Volume imaging 

an229717  emx1-Cre X     
LSL-H2B-mCherry 

Excitatory 
neurons 

D3 19,012 Volume imaging 

an229719  emx1-Cre X     
LSL-H2B-mCherry 

Excitatory 
neurons 

D2 18,125 Volume imaging 

       
an224823  sccn1a-Tg3-Cre None D1 10,354 L4 axon imaging 
an227254  sccn1a-Tg3-Cre None C1 13,681 L4 axon imaging  
an238004  sccn1a-Tg3-Cre None C3 12,781 L4 axon imaging  
       
an257218  emx1-Cre X     

LSL-H2B-mCherry 
Excitatory 
neurons 

C3 3,118 Anesthetized vs. awake 
directionality imaging 

an257219  emx1-Cre X     
LSL-H2B-mCherry 

Excitatory 
neurons 

D2 1,804 Anesthetized vs. awake 
directionality imaging 

an257221  emx1-Cre X     
LSL-H2B-mCherry 

Excitatory 
neurons 

C3 1,588 Anesthetized vs. awake 
directionality imaging 
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Supplementary Experimental Procedures 
 
Surgeries 
 
Mice (6-8 weeks old) were anesthetized (2% isoflurane, by volume) and infected with 
AAV2/1 syn-GCaMP6s  (Penn vector core #AV-1-PV2824; Table S1). A craniotomy 
was made over vS1 and 9-12 viral injections (20 nL each) were delivered 450 µm below 
the dura.  Injections were laid out on a 300 µm grid centered 3.7 mm lateral and 1.7 mm 
posterior to Bregma.  Viral suspension was delivered at 15 nL/min using beveled glass 
pipettes, followed by a pause (1 minute) before withdrawal. A double-layer (4.5 mm 
external diameter, 3.5 mm inner diameter; No. 2 cover glass, Corning) window was 
placed over the craniotomy (Huber et al., 2012). The window and a titanium headpost 
were affixed to the skull with dental acrylic (OrthoJet).  For L4 axonal imaging, a 2-by-2 
400 µm spaced grid was employed, with two 50 nL injections of AAV2/1 FLEX-CAG-
GCaMP6s (Penn vector core #AV-1-PV2818) per site (400 and 700 µm below dura).  
 
Behavioral training 
 
Animals were placed on water restriction (1 ml daily) 3-5 days following viral injection.  
Training started one week later, in some cases under the microscope (Figure 6; Table 
S1). On the first training day, head-fixed animals were trained to lick for water, after 
which they were introduced to the temporal structure of the task.  On subsequent days, 
animals were first trained with two fixed pole positions and later with a range of positions 
for right lick trials (Figure 1A).  The delay epoch was increased gradually to one second.     
 
Whiskers were trimmed to the base with scissors every 2-3 days. On the day of surgery, 
animals were trimmed to 2 rows (C, D). One week later, intrinsic optical imaging was 
used to map somatotopy in vS1. Images of vasculature referenced to injection site images 
taken during surgery were used to determine the whisker row least suited for imaging, 
which was trimmed.  Training started with one row.  Once criteria performance was 
reached with a single row, animals were trimmed to one whisker. The chosen whisker 
corresponded to a barrel column with good viral expression and minimal surface 
vasculature occluding imaging (Table S1). After trimming all whiskers, performance fell 
to chance level (d-prime: -0.03 ± 0.11, mean ± S.D., n=4 mice), confirming that mice 
used tactile cues to solve the task.     
 
The task was implemented using BControl (brodylab.princeton.edu/bcontrol). A 
behavioral trial began with a pre-trial period during which the pole (0.3 mm diameter; 
Wiretrol) was moved into position along the anterior-posterior axis using linear actuators 
(Zaber).  The pole ascended into the whisker field (Festo), and remained in place for the 1 
s sample epoch.  The pole was withdrawn and, 1 s later, a linear actuator (Zaber) moved 
the two lick ports within reach of the tongue. A 50 ms auditory reward cue signaled the 
animal to respond.  On correct trials, reward was delivered.  Following reward collection, 
or after an incorrect lick, the lick ports were moved to an out-of-reach position.  During 
periods where the lick ports were out-of-reach, licking was monitored using a laser 
(Thorlabs) and photodiode.   
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Whisker video was collected at 500 Hz using a high speed imaging system (Norpix) and 
high-intensity infrared illumination (LED 940 nm; Roithner Lasertechnik). Identification 
of whisker segments within frames was performed using the Janelia Whisker Tracker 
(openwiki.janelia.org/wiki/display/MyersLab/Whisker+Tracking)(Clack et al., 2012).  
The identity of whiskers across frames was tracked using a custom, automated MATLAB 
package.  Whisker angle was measured by fitting a polynomial to the traced whisker and 
determining the angle at the point the polynomial intersected a parabola that was a fixed 
distance away from the face.  By convention, an angle of 0° was perpendicular to the 
animal’s midline (leftward in Figure 1B), with positive angles corresponding to 
protractions (Figure 1B).  Whisker curvature was measured a fixed distance range along 
the fitted polynomial (Pammer et al., 2013).  Whisker touches were first detected using 
an automated algorithm, then verified manually in a custom MATLAB interface.  
Whisker angle stereotypy (Figure 1F) was measured by taking the mean of whisker 
angle vectors across the trials of a given type (left, right; correct, error) and, for each trial, 
measuring its whisker angle vector’s correlation with the mean vector (R2).  The mean of 
these, weighed by number of trials per trial type, was used as a single day’s stereotypy 
measure.  The start of whisking bouts (Figure 5F, 6A) was defined as the moment when 
the amplitude of whisking, obtained using the Hilbert transform (as described previously; 
see (Huber et al., 2012)), exceeded 10 degrees. 
 
For passive whisker stimulation (Figure 8) mice (n=3, emx1-Cre X LSL-H2B-mCherry) 
were lightly anesthetized using isoflurane (0.5%) and head-fixed under the microscope on 
a heating pad.  Stimulation was provided using a “Y” shaped pole (0.3 mm diameter; 
Wiretrol) connected to a piezo.  The whisker sat inside the Y, allowing for stimulation in 
both directions.  Stimulation consisted of 5-10° ramp-and-hold deflections applied at 
1,000-2,000°/s, 0.5-1 mm from the follicle base.  Deflection parameters were verified 
using high-speed (500 Hz) videography.  The stimulator was positioned so that the 
whisker was adjacent to but not touching the pole.  Forward and rearward trials were 
interleaved every 10 or 20 trials. 
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